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Diversity Week kicks off with parade and international flair 
by KRYSTIE CROWE 
Staff writer 
On Monday morning many 
students, organizations, faculty and 
special guests gathered to kick off 
the Fourth Annual Diversity Week. 
The UCF Steel Drum Band 
set the tone for the celebration and 
lifted the spirits of passers by with 
their pre-ceremony calypso tunes. 
The band set up in front of the 
Reflection Pond, not far from the 
podium where Dr. Valarie King, 
Moderator, would soon address the 
crowd. 
The cool breeze and clear, 
sunny weather made for a good 
turn out. Even some children from 
the Creative School gathered to 
listen to the music and to partici-
pate in the Limbo before the cer-
emony began. 
photo/SOILEAU 
Diversity Week at UCF kicked off Monday with a parade around the Reflecting Pond . 
onight, Olympian Greg Louganis will speak in the Student Center Auditorium 
Finally, Dr. Valarie King 
welcomed the crowd. A clear, 
accapella rendition of "The Star-
Spangled Banner," performed by 
Melinda De Young, which fol-
lowed Dr. King's welcome. 
Shortly thereafter, Scottish bag-
pipes played a traditional tune in : 
photo/SOILEAU 
As part of Diversity Week the International Fair provided 
students with a chance to sample international foods. 
the distance; preparing the crowd· 
for the arriving parade. As the 
music continued, pairs of students 
marched around the Reflection 
Pond with banners representing 
their respective clubs, organiza-
tions and student unions. The col-
orful array of banners made quite 
a spectacle around the pond. Some 
of the participants included UCF 
Alumni, SARC, the International · 
Student Association, GLBSU, the 
Office of Veteran's Affairs and 
Academic Exploration. 
UCF President, Dr. John 
Hitt, spoke about the importance 
of diversity in our university and 
community. 
"As a metropolitan univer-
sity, we don't have one student 
body, we have several student 
bodies," Hitt said. 
Hitt ended his speech by 
deeming inclusive acceptance a 
worthy goal to achieve at UCF. 
Following Dr. Hitt's speech, 
Dr. Martha Lue, Diversity Week 
Co-Chair, read a poem entitled 
"TheColdWithin". The poem told 
about what life would be like with-
out diversity and acceptance. 
As part of the celebration of 
diversity, Mexican dancers in 
bright, rainbow colored traditional 
costumes performed cultural 
dances to entertain the gatherers. 
Everybody seemed tQ truly enjoy 
watching their performance and 
clapping along with them. 
After the Mexican dance 
was completed, Dr. King intro-
duced Gilbert Lewis, the star of 
"In the Well of the House", a 
play directed by Tony Major. 
King declared that her "heart, 
mind and soul were enthralled 
by Gilbert's performance" in the 
play . 
Gilbert, who starred in 
movies such as Gordon's War, 
Blaze, and Don Juan DeMarco, 
contributed to the celebration by 
reading three selections of dia-
logue from different plays, po-
ems and stories. His deep voice, 
resembling James Earl Jones', 
covered such areas as 
homelessness and the Rodney 
King incident. The star was ca-
sually dressed and somewhat 
nonchalant about his readings . 
At the end of the opening 
ceremony, "Scotty", the bag-
piper, led the recessional to the 
SCA where the International Fair 
was soon to begin. 
Plastic proves to be golden for one UCF professor 
by JENNIFER LINDSTROM infiltration near the sea. The infil- tic is nearly 10 times greater than cause the concrete can be poured 
Staff writer tration exposes the concrete inte- that of steel, which is current I y the directly into the plastic cubes. 
rior of the column and causes it to material that is used in repairing The steel carries the cost of build-
For many people plastic deteriorate faster. damaged columns as well as the ing a wooden form to shape or 
is a common material, but for one Areas in which bridge building of new ones. In addi- cast the support column. 
UCF professor, the value of plas- columns deteriorate more fre- tion, the plastic materials are Bridge technology re-
tic is worth a $210,000 grant for quently are near the ocean, the more flexible and can withstand search .in increasing throughout 
research . Northeastern States and out west high energy which occurs in the U.S. due to the amount of 
Dr. Amir Mirmiran, a in California where earthquakes earthquake regions and zones. current bridge inadequacy. 
UCF civil engineering professor, occur. According to Mirmiran, This past August, the 
created a design that would use Mirmiran studied these it is estimated that 40 percent of National Science Foundation 
plastic to give a stronger support changes in bridge support and in the bridges in the U.S. are either awarded Mirmiran a grant worth 
for bridges as well as prevent the 1993, while examining the condi- "structurally deficient" or "func- $210,000 for a four year period 
wear and tear of them. tions of bridges in California, came tionally obsolete" . of research and experimentation 
Today, bridges nation- ~~-with a design that would s~ve With Mirmiran' s pl as- of hybrid colu.mns (the composi-
wide use traditional materials such time and money and increase the tic design, the corrosion will not ti on of2 materials used for bridge 
as steel to reinforce the columns efficiency of the columns. His idea be as much a factor since plastic support). The grant has room to 
of a bridge. The steel easily cor- was to make fiber reinforced plas- can endure the chemicals of na- grow up to $400,000 with sup-
rodes and can break down easily tic cubes and fill it with fresh con- ture better than the steel can. port from leading industries. 
under environmental conditions crete to build bridge columns. Plastic is more economical than 
such as humidity, snow and salt The strength of the plas- the steel reinforced columns be- see GRANT page 2 
Visit the Central Florida Future in cyberspace at http://www.gdi.net/cff /cif.html 
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6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando, FL 32807 
658-8000 
Mon.-Thurs. Sam-11 pm 
Saturday 9am-6pm 
Friday Sam-Bpm 
Sunday 12pm-5pm 
~ Orlando Women•s Center ~ 
rJ; Abortions Up to 23 Weeks ~ 
Specializing in Abnormal Fetal Indications For 
Termination of Pregnancy 3 to 24 weeks 
Consultation/Care/Counseling 
Chemical Abortions/Instrument Free 
Local/General Anesthesia, IV Sedation (TWILIGHT) 
High Tech Sonograms 
2 for 1 Greens Fees - bring a friend 
on the putting links at Oviedo 
good thro gh October 
Home of the llCF llbmen'• Goll Team 
PLAY THE ONLY 18 HOLE PAR 72 NATURAL GRASS 
CHAMPIONSHIP PUTTING COURSE IN THE U.S. 
• State of the Art Fully Lighted Practice Facility 
• Beautifully Manicured 50 Station All Grass Tea Area 
Florida Golf Learning Center 
320 W. Mitchell Hammock Rd. 
(Alafaya to Mitchell Hammock, left one block) 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
( 407) 977-1737 
BREAK IS OVER 
for information or appointment CALL 841-2151 
SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS 
1122 W. Church St., Orlando 
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Drinking in parking lot 
leads to charges 
Two 20-yearold, female stu-
dents were charged with the pos-
session of alcohol on Oct. 1. The 
defendants were in the Lake Claire 
Apartments parking lot when an 
officer observed them each drink-
ing a bottle of beer. The officer 
asked them to show identification 
and found they were not of the 
legal age to drink. 
Incidents Reported: 
•It was reported on Oct. 3 
that someone broke into a blue 
Jeep Cherokee. A black Mossimo 
wallet and a radar detector were 
stolen from the vehicle. 
•It was discovered on Oct. 3 
that someone stole a parking decal 
from the rear window of a red 
Toyota. 
•On Oct. 3, someone broke 
four door latch handles off a blue 
Volkswagen . Apparently, ascrew-
dri ver was used to take off the 
handles. 
•A photocopy machine on 
the third floor of the library was 
damaged on Oct. 2. Someone was 
trying to steal money out of it. A 
UCF Library Patrol noticed the 
copier's tamper alarm was beep-
ing. 
•A briefcase was reported 
stolen on Oct. 2. The briefcase 
was stolen from the women's 
restroom on the third floor of the 
Education building. 
•On Oct. 2, it was reported 
that someone broke into a cabinet 
in the arena equipment room 106. 
Three pairs of black Nike warm-
up pants, four black and white 
Nike warm-up jackets. and two 
black Nike duffel bags were sto-
len. The jackets have "UCF" 
printed in black on the backs. The 
total estimated value of the items 
is $361. The equipment belonged 
to the UCFTrackandField Team. 
•On Oct. 1, an officer re-
covered two crates belonging to 
Winn Dixie. A student was sitting 
on one of the crates outside of 
Osceola Hall. The other crate was 
found in a student's dorm room. 
-compiled by Michelle Abram 
Design earns professor patent 
GRANT from page1 
"The main goal of this 
research is to look at the long 
term behavior of these plastic-
sheathed concrete bridge pilings 
and to provide an economically 
efficient way to build them na-
tionwide," says Mirmiran. 
Over the next four years 
Mirmiran and other research part-
ners will look at the materials 
used for bridge supports to evalu-
ate their endurance and strength 
over long periods of time. 
Testing of the column 
materials will take place in lab 
•Fares shown are for 
coach travel each way 
based on round trip 
ticket purchase.There 
is an additional charge 
for first class or other 
accommodations. Seats 
are limited at these fares 
and fares are based on 
availability. Fares and 
schedules are subject to 
change without notice. 
Other restrictions may apply. 
environments in Tallahassee, Fla. 
and will include small scale ex-
periments using 1-lOft. columns. 
The columns the researchers ex-
periment with will endure the 
conditions that real bridges 
would sustain in regards to 
weight loads .and environmental 
conditions. 
Mirmiran' s design was 
recently accepted in the U.S. 
Patent Office, and has received 
an official patent for the idea. 
Also, The Florida Department of 
Transportation's chief structural 
analyst, Mohsen Shahawy, has 
been working in collaboration 
with Mirmiran. 
Although the testing 
will take place in Fla., the goal is 
certainly not limited the state. 
Mirmiran wants to see this de-
sign move to the national level, 
emphasizing on the most fre-
quently, damaging regions. It 
certainly won't be surprising to 
see his new application of plas-
tic throughout the country in a 
few short years. 
Now with three trains da11v 
Amtrak&> makes Florida. the Crirol111 ... ~ 
and the Northeast more reachable thil r 1 1;v , ~ 1 
Connecting service also links Chnrlnil" 
Fort Myers, Daytona Beach and KP.v in, '-I 
Save an additional 15% with the 
Student Advantage® Card. 
Call your travel agent 
visit your local Amtrak station. or , . 1:1 
1-800-USA-RAIL 
CAWIJNIAN PfEoM&NT 
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The Greek Column 
UCF's oldest fraternity 
enjoys newest house 
by MELANIE RIVERA 
Greek columnist 
Apr. 30, 1971 marks the 
day when Fraternal Greek life 
began at UCF. Kappa Sigma fra-
ternity knows all too well the 
significance of the date. Not only 
was it the day the first fraternity 
came to UCF, it was also the day 
that Kappa Sigma brought their 
name to UCF . 
The UCF chapterofKappa 
Sigma has a lot to be proud of. 
Besides celebrating their 25th 
anniversary at UCF, the chapter 
recently moved into a facility in 
Greek Park. 
The Kappa Sigma House 
at UCF has the distinction of 
being one of the last houses 
scheduled to be built in Greek 
Park. 
"It feels great to be on cam-
pus," Jack Howard, Kappa 
Sigma Public Relations chair-
man said. "We've been working 
to get the house for four years 
and now we've got it." 
Kappa Sigma's patience 
and perseverance have definitely 
paid off. 
Now that they are estab-
lished on campus, Kappa Sigma 
is working hard to strengthen 
their programs and keep up with 
their fast growing membership. 
They are also concentrating on 
emphasizing the reasons that 
people join fraternities. 
"Fraternities offer an en-
joyable and fulfilling college ex-
perience," Howard said. "Obvi-
ously, that includes social events, 
but ital so incorporates being able 
to work with people through 
teamwork. It means accomplish-
ing things you probably wouldn't 
accomplish on your own. Col-
lege is the last step before enter-
ing the real world. A fraternity 
should prepare you for the fu-
ture." 
The future looks promis-
ing for Kappa Sigma and their 
new house. Kappa Sigma has 
been around since 1869 and the 
UCF chapter is looking to con-
tinue that legacy well in the next 
century. 
The Village People say: 
"It's fun to write for 
Team CFF News." 
Call and leave a message 
for Ryan at 823-8054 ex. 32. 
(Indian costume optional) 
* VA !.~r ,/'!)OO~HAfJ 
$6-$12/HR CALL 
Must be Physically Fit 
Guaranteed Hours 
AM/PM & Graveyard shifts 
Great Driving Record a Must 
Drug Free/References Check 
Clean Cut 
Must be 19 
International 
Drive: 
351-0054 
or 
Downtown 
244-7460 
St. .Joseph 1s 
0Sarn.ival 
F~EE CJ~AFT SEE~. 
Bust the Keg Party 
8 •) :1 GI :t •I• l ~I!• l'l ~ (tj ) 
s11 s. Goldenrod Full Liquor• Domestic & Imported Beers• Fine Wines (407) 282-8402 
FREE DRAFT (Our Choice) 
every Sun. 8 - 9 PM 
Nl11 .. SATELLITE DISH 
WE support the Dolphins, Chiefs, 
Cowboys & 49ers 50$DRAFT Monday Night Football-
FREE Hot Dogs at Halftime, 
$4.00 Large Pitchers, 
Sun. - 9 PM 'til its gone 
BESTBANDS in Florida 
Fri. and Sat. Nights 25 CENT Wings & $2.00 Well Drinks 
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Catch the Colleqe Games 
on our BIG SCREEN 
,...._..eet Us At The C:orlc::::room ! ! ! 
ENI EXPRESSWAY 
LAKE UNDERHILL 
t i.ll N{') RIO PLAZA 
160ZT·BONE with a11 the Trimmingi; 
$7.95 Fri. and Sat. • 5-9 PM Only! 
Blind Draw Dart Tourney 
Mon. and Thur. • 8:00 PM 
8-Ball Tournament 
Tues. • 8:00 PM 
What's going on: 
CAB this week. 
Sunday 20 Octob~~~";f~i*~ ·· , 
MOVIE: ~'AC, 6:~~~·<&,9:00 pm he Lost Boys, 
Ian Edwards S.A<;,P; ' 
Interview with a Vampire 
:~-: . . ·f;~~ <t:r;;;::t: ~· ~~~~!~TIL~·fat,~:~~1:::~~ ;;;; .... : 
Friday.•z~ ©C.t~l2t~~:t.::::~ .. "~:;~i'.:, ,· 
Ii;~:~?!; 
,... . t; 
'SAC, 6:30 & · 
· ~:00 paj 
MO\tIB: Rocky Horror Picture Show SAC, ():3~ 
&9:00pm 
':;;; ..... 'I. 
REMEBER: 
support your UCF Knights on Saturday 19, 
playing host to Northeast Louisiana, 4pm, Citrus Bowl 
··. The ,c_entrat ·Flo-rida ·F..oture·. Octo~e~. l-7., ·t996_ .. , ..... · 
.,..·-:-::. 
Parking on Mars?? 
Bruce J .. Soileau 
The World Around Us 
Let's take a diversion from 
the world arena and look into outer 
space and parking space for a day. 
New evidence bas arisen that there 
may have been Jif e on Mars. The 
discovery has raised the question of 
whether we should send a manned 
mission to the Red planet. The 
Sentinel ran one of its Sound-Off 
poles and the question received a 
resounding no. The public feels 
there are too many problems at 
home to spend money on a Martian 
mission. 
What you need to under-
stand is that they do not send the 
money to Mars in a bottle. If our 
nation decided to put forth a true 
effort to r~ch Mars in 20 years, an 
economic boom would occur in 
Central ~forida~. Jnstead of ~~$ting 
m9ne~· qp ~b~i1\~ .- ~J-ogral!Js,Jfie •. •··.· 
~-il:~~if ... ' 
~~;~~'~iif•1: 
sijiJvtc.e· 
ti!#lt"·-Wgf~,. 
manufa~~uring. Th.e. tw~ t•n6:.S.t :1.< . r~:;:~~:=?=~~t~~? 
stoppe~ ~u~re. .r .:r 
~pw let's turn to in~er.... . 
spaceoftheUCF parkingspace. An 
$8 million parking garage is;going 
to be buW on campusad<).inJ~ ~~ 
additioo'~I l,OOO spaces. No-iV let's do 
a littl~ . m1atb~ (Edutati<mMlJ()Jis 
•. ->.A·:•... . < . " . .. •'"'.. ..... ·•,:;< 
skip the;Uext sentence) •... ~ milJi!)h 
dividt;~ JlY one. thousand ~-0~¢.§to 
$8,000 per .s.pace! Do these $-ppts 
come pre'-eq~ipped witn :ca~~? ~s fhe 
garage g§ing ito .. be air~condjtfo~ed? 
Are \V~· t~IJ9n~. val~t nar · ~g?-1;;.1i,. 
. , . ~et~s put this . wt; : 
pe~s~ee~;ye~:~i.:~, il~~ ~;·!~~! .. a ..· ····.;······:.•: ___._ •._u_·· .._ ~ ... ·:.~.:_.·:_· .. .·s ........ _··~.:_,_ .•. :g·.·.n····:·•:: ..  .. h·_·· s·.-·.: .. g;.: .. ·a •_:~.·.d.•_·•. :, 
.. !J/l~;~ : .. ~ 
,Eq~ :i+ 
J.iext ! ,- ......... ..,, 
is 4,tHJ91·· ~'.lt~t ·.·.·. ;·'·FH; ... !{ .. ._. .. .,... .. 
ing a g;ir~g~ in,st~aa of. 91J :: ..... 
4,ooo lllo.te classes.' 8ut¢,p}l:r~lgJs a. 
problem; but n{)t J}~i .. g able ~~>get 
the classes t-0 graduate 'is\an ·'~:Kpo .. '' 
neptially larger probl~m~ ufuc)re 
people could escape U Oan'tJ,?i-.i,sh, 
there wonld be a lot mote parking, 
maybe more than 1,000 extra 
spaces. I'm tired of all the whining 
about parking. Spaces are always 
available in the arena Jot and if all 
the students that live on Alafaya 
would walk the short distance to 
campus there wouJdn 't be any 
problem. A long walk is good for 
you and is a small' price to pay to be 
able to graduate in a reasonable 
amount of time. 
.. .'. .· Impress your fami!y, ·, .. ' 1 
·,i · Annoy·your fri~riqs :an'd .··· , 
'13.affle: your ene'mie,s .with:, 
t. '. f>ce:t ,1:M111101J;'s:· .. ' .. ,L 
': VOt'~~d}arVF,,' , 
. ~·· 
.. . . 
' -'":: 
1 (in--tro.:,SPEK~shuh). ;' .n: · · .. · , , 
A ~Self-examrnation. '2. To, 
.thinkdds.ely about oneself ... 
. : . '. .. ) .. ;;.. :··L: -- : .. -~·'. :. .::: . .;, ... . .. 
. ex.ample: . . . ·. . .• .. 
KIM':· Um, wh.at 'qre ym~F 
doing? . ·· .. . ·" 
. ·TED: I'm p'erformjng ~n·, 
',, :h~t~~:~lfat~,~~~~J : ..
. ~: f .. :~_ :_> . _;·; ;, ,. . - ~~ ;-· ; 
Footl;)ag is not your average sport 
0 Most sports stress that 
winning is the only thing. Not 
footbag. 
The sun deposits doses of light un-
der the skin and radiates the soul. It's Friday!, 
and this wann feeling reminds me that an-
other UCF Footbag Club session is going on 
in front of the Education Building. But what 
is Footbag? Quoting the Noah Hackers Dic-
tionary, it is "a fast growing sport that involves 
one to 2,415,896 players hitting a small bean-
filled sack repeatedly into the air with vari-
ous parts of the anatomy." This sport attracts 
more than 30 people every Friday. 
They usually hack in circles; laugh-
ing, screaming and philosophizing about the 
most diverse themes, such as beans and their 
connection to nonpolluting fuels. Big circles 
normally have a captain moderator, who con-
trols the delivery of hacks. Others play wild 
sonicsack (variation of Footbag by kicking 
the heck out of the sack and running around 
the field for it), and the most experienced try 
to hack while watching the cheerleaders prac-
tice their choreography. 
The sport of footbagging was 
founded in the United States by John 
Stall berger and Mike Marshall who met each 
other at a local festival in Oregon. Stallberger 
was rehabilitating his injured knee and found 
footbagging a perfect therapy. Mike Marshall 
suffered a heart.attack in 1975 and died at the 
. age of 28. Stallberger continued the work, cre-
ating variations of the sport such as Footbag 
Net. But let's comeback to the group of in-
trepid footbaggers engaged in their holy ritual. 
In the background, camouflaged be-
hind the shadows of trees, someone takes a wa-
ter break and decides to change the radio station 
and put on some Marley. Many complaints are 
heard about distracted hackers, most probably 
corning from those circles facing the spectacu-
larmoves of the cheerleaders, who usually share 
the field with the club. Silence is usually broken 
by a bright comment about the learning experi-
ence of hacking on the racket ball, hacking at the 
arboretum or hacking naked. 
And then the classic 
"RICOOLAAA" scream, that bounces off 
every wall of the campus producing an ex-
hilarating echo. This is the imperial scream 
that makes an allusion to the commercial and 
congregates the happy hackers with the sun, 
ants, sand, cheerleaders and especially good 
people. The bright blue sunny sky will con-
tinue to illuminate 
1
the passion of the intrepid 
tribe until exhaustion and the plans of a party 
-will conquer our warriors. 
There is no experience required be-
cause the foundation of the club is coopera-
tion. In contrast with other games where 
speed, force and intimidation are common at-
tributes, the integral part that holds the club 
together is the interest and participation of 4 7 
members that keep kicking the bag. The sport 
is a coordination of the actions of your body 
with the reflexes for your mind. Whenever 
you make the bag do what your mind has cre-
ated, then harmony is achieved. This sport re-
inforces basic principles of socialization and 
help develop areas such as discipline, confi-
dence, collaboration, social etiquette and re-
spect, well, maybe not social etiquette. These 
definite characteristics makes footbagging a 
suitable sport for everyone. 
The act of aiming for a complete 
cooperation to achieve a hack (when every-
one in the circle touches the bag) mav con-
trast with our common systems in which we 
interact daily. Our economic system is regu-
lated by the way we compete with each other. 
The school system makes your school friends 
look like your enemies competing for the best 
grade. 
Professional sports strive to convey 
a situation where a team must defeat another. 
All these situations train us to think individu-
ally and try to look for love and approval by 
defeating someone. There are many benefits 
deriving from the sport of footbagging. Physi-
cal fitness is an important advantage of 
Footbagging because it is a cardiovascular ex-
ercise. It is also inexpensive and provides for 
continual growth of skills. But more impor-
tant than all the physical or material factors 
is the feeling of belonging to a team, where 
merits are found in the achievements of the 
whole rather than the "do better" than some-
one else. 
Most sports tend to alienate and re-
strict the proper growth of a person, separat-
ing the inferior players from the superior per-
formers. In Footbag, we are all beans in a 
bag! 
Finally, footbagging is the enjoy-
ment of playing, not the satisfaction of win-
ning ! So expand the mind, and extend the 
foot! 
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, C,oi;l.tri~pting coluf'.nnjst · · · .. , · · -~ ·. · ·~ 
I just switched the TV channel to 
a local news station reporting the sad news 
that a child drowned. Of course, they 
showed the parents grieving over their little 
baby's unexpected death. This came as no 
surprise to me. Society has grown accus-
tomed to photos in the newspaper "captur-
ing the moment" of a woman learning her 
husband has been shot. We have grown ac-
customed to the cameras zooming in on a 
man's face when he finds out that his par-
ents were involved in a tragic accident. 
What did catch me by surprise was 
what I saw other than the grieving parents. 
As the camera panned right, there was the 
small child in his tiny casket, looking peace-
ful, almost as if he 
viants of society. And I have always been 
the one to stand up for the media. I protest 
that parents should have a say over what 
the child watches on TV, that it is the par-
ents' responsibility to teach their children, 
not the media. And anyone who believes 
that the media is turning our children into 
criminals, rapists and drug addicts is sim-
ply looking for a scapegoat for their own 
wrongdoing. 
But, now the media has 
really ticked me off. I shouldn't be general-
izing the entire journalism profession by only 
one idiotic incident, but I can't help but think 
that one day it will be rather normal to barge 
into someone's life for a headline. It scares 
me to think that one 
were asleep. The 
camera went back 
and forth from the 
parents to the child 
as if to remind us 
that the young 
couple (pan left) 
were grieving over 
their baby (pan 
right). 
It is abso-
lutely disgusting 
that these so-called 
journalists can tra-
peze around with 
their Ii ttle micro-
phones in hand, 
their hair sty led to 
perfection, the 
It is absolutely dis-
gusting that these so-
called journalists can 
trapeze around with 
their little micro-
phones in hand ... and 
barge into these 
people's personal 
lives. 
day there won't be 
any protests regard-
ing the role of the 
media in society. 
After all, I think the 
protests are sort of 
keeping them in 
line. 
Some people 
will argue that if the 
parents did not 
want the news re-
porter and crew 
there, they 
wouldn't be there. I 
say, how concerned 
would you be about 
a news team if you 
husky videographer 
in tow and barge into these people's per-
sonal lives: 
"So, what exactly are you feeling 
at this moment?" 
I can only guess what the mother 
of the child was feeling: anguish, hopeless-
ness, depression and emptiness. 
I can definitely tell you what I felt 
at that moment: rage, anger and absolute 
disappointment. I am utterly disappointed 
in the profession I hope to call my own one 
day. Everyone always complains about the 
media. 
There's always too much violence 
on TV, too much sex, too many "immoral 
acts" provoking our children to become de-
were mourning 
such a loss? Most 
likely, you would not even realize the intru-
sion they are making into your life. Most 
likely, you wouldn't even see them beyond 
the rush of tears flowing from your eyes. But, 
the media would see those tears, and take ad-
vantage of them. Heck, they may even do a 
close-up of one trickling down your cheek. 
. The truth of the matter is, there must 
be a stop to this. Someone has to draw the 
line already. Whatever happened to a person's 
right to privacy? Even the police need a search 
warrant stating what exactly they are looking 
for to enter your house. Maybe that's what 
the media needs - a warrant stating they plan 
to sensationalize every detail of your personal 
life. 
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Unarmed people throughout his-
tory have suffered tragedy at the hands of 
those who are armed. One of the first things 
Hitler did was to enforce strict gun control. 
Millions of Ukrainian farmers were starved 
and killed because they did not willingly 
submit to what the Communist party de-
cided was right for society. The weapons 
of Native Americans were no match for the 
guns of our predecessors. A situation that 
the gun control elements of our government 
wishes to duplica.te with the assault weap-
ons ban, and restrictions on ammunition. 
Arms are the fundamental tool for 
achieving and maintaining control. The 
ones with the arms are the ones in control. 
The conditions of 
principle is, whatever the constitution is, 
whatever the mechanism is, it all depends 
on the people in the government. The 
politicians, the officials and the judges 
can choose to take control away from the 
people as long as they can manage to stay 
in power. Politicians, officials, and judges 
manage to stay in power with a subtle 
blend of force and manipulation. 
I think that the frame work of this 
coup is the current two party system, and 
the fact that the constitution can be 
changed and interpreted. I think that the 
control of the people that is supposed to 
be guaranteed by the constitution has 
been slowly eroded away. 
I think that the 
new antiterrorism peace and prosper-
ity are dictated by 
those in control. 
Social and political 
manipulation are 
strategic tools. The 
purpose of ma-
nipulation is to 
limit the options of 
those to be con-
trolled, and place 
them at a disadvan-
tage. Arms are the 
fundamental tool 
for control because 
manipulation can-
not force submis-
sion. Arms are nec-
essary for control 
Arms are the fun-
damental tool for 
legislation will be 
the beginning of 
more direct and 
blatant control 
tactics of the gov-
ernment. HRS has 
already become 
big brother, and we 
are inundated by 
more and more 
rules and regula-
tions designed to 
control the way we 
live. 
achieving and 
maintaining con-
trol. The ones with 
the arms are the 
-ones in control. These rules and 
regulations are be-
ing increasingly 
implemented by 
to kill or otherwise dispose of those who 
do not yield to manipulation. 
Our government was designed 
from the beginning to have a system of 
checks and balances to prevent the gov-
ernment from taking control from the 
people. I think that we can no longer de-
pend on those checks and balances for our 
freedom and safety. I do not think that we 
were ever intended to depend solely on 
those checks and balances. Over the last 
60 years or so, the powers that be have 
pulled off what I choose to call a legal-
ized coup. 
This was and continues to be 
done through the fundamental weakness 
of any form of government. Whatever the 
officials with little or no accountabihty to 
the public. 
We ask for peace, but there is no 
peace because we are without honor, integ- · 
rity, consideration and patience. Until we 
have matured enough to where there is no 
longer a need for weapons in the world, a 
man's gun is the only real system of checks 
and balances. A person who is unarmed can-
not fight effectively, and is at the mercy of 
those who are armed. 
Gun control means that the gov-
ernment can afford to ignore you, can af-
ford to persecute you and can afford to rob 
you. The potential for corruption in our gov-
ernment is enormous. Gun control is a mis-
take. 
~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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·Autos 
· · · · · . :. rfJJli f':r~, ... 
l;1y 5rian (Jaje~ki 
Autos writer 
Many students atDCF ~ould 
not afford to purchase ~a new car, so 
they purchased a classic. 
Classic cars are full of poten-
tial, and they are unlike new cars in 
many ways. They are load~d With per-
sonality and are usually very large 
with unique styling. 
Most new cars are aerody-
namic, . refined, qµiet and fuel. effi· 
cient. Most classic automobiles have 
none of these traits, yet their owners 
are extremely loyal. A classic car gives 
a person tremendous freedom. The 
car can be customized to reflect one's 
personality. From the pink fuzzy dice 
to the smell of leaded gasoline, there 
is just nothing like cruising the streets 
of Orlando in a classic. 
} ~· ,,, .. 
:~:·.-: 
(. :;.;. 
,, Jtr~~IyisJun''tb:s~e .. hoW~rieJ.l ~ <>tg~M~f!~Q~~iyes,.~acho~P.erachance Super -Central Florida.Pa!" Show •97, 
antorpobiles b~ve cbangea in- tlie la${ ·······.to int~~act \tjtll other ~Ia§sic car. own- which will have a large display of clas-
25y~ars.~1970~ 13 mij~aga\J.bhwas . er-s. agd tlteb; l\et\Yptk of parts suppli- sic cars amo~g other events. 
co1'Sidered.,good and drilrnJ>ra'kes were" >ert ~oon:, uc.J.r wil1 be the site or .ihe 
responsible for hauling down your 4600 
pound midsize sedap to a stop. Even 
though times have cbanged, the classics 
Jive on. Thanks to die-hard car enthu .. 
siasts, many e~ampJes of classic ears 
look brand new even after several de-
. cades ofnse. 
Orlando is a great place to view 
the classics, too. Old Town, on Hwy. 192 
in Kissimee, has a Classic Car Cruise 
every Saturday Night. Each week many 
fine examples of old Detroit iron fill the 
streets of Old Town. It is a site to see, 
and necessary for all car enthusiflSts. 
The UCF .Knight Rider car 
club has many members with classic 
automobiles. Being a member of the 
photo/GAJEWSKI 
Classic cars like this 70 Dodge Coronet R/T fill the streets of Old Town every Saturday nig 
For information on the UCF Knight Riders, E-mail ucfkr@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu 
Proposed Amend01ents to the Constitution of the Student Body 
of the University of Central Florida 
Instructions: 
Amendment #1: 
Amendment #2: 
Amendment #3: 
Amendment #4: 
A vote "for" the amendment will adopt the new language and it will become effective for the 1997-1998 
elections. 
A vote "against" the amendment will maintain the language of the present Constitution. 
Allows for only one graduate student senator in the Student Senate. 
Vote (1 a) "for" the amendment. 
Vote ( 1 b) "against" the amendment. 
A "for" vote will result in the Senate being composed of 49 undergraduate students and 1 graduate student. 
The Special Committee to Review Student Government recommends, "the return to an undergraduate senate, with one 
graduate student senator. The Committee feels that student government should be an undergraduate experience ... " 
An "against" vote will result in the Senate being composed of any combination of undergraduate and graduate 
students. 
Senators will be able to represent both their individual college and/or their graduate or undergraduate school 
needs. 
Specifies the minimum number of hours for which undergraduate (9 hours) and graduate ( 6 hours) 
students must be enrolled in order to be eligible for a position in all branches of Student Government. · 
Vote (2a) "for" the amendment. 
Vote (2b) "against" the amendment. 
A "for" vote will result in the number of hours an undergraduate is required to take for eligibility increasing from 6 to 9 
hours, and graduate students will be required to take 6 hours instead of 1 class for the Fall and Spring semesters. A 
"for" vote will also make this eligibility requirement a part of the Constitution rather than the Student Body Statutes. 
The Special Committee to Review Student Government recommends, "the Senate should be comprised of 
undergraduate degree seeking students who are carrying a substantial student load". 
An "against" vote will maintain current statute, Title X, Chapter 1000.lB of the Student Government statutes. 
1000.1 B Be a degree seeking or post baccalaureate student enrolled in a minimum of six ( 6) serriester hours during 
each of the Fall and Spring semesters. A student must be enrolled in one ( 1) class during the Summer semester. 
Graduate students must be enrolled in one ( 1) class during all semesters. 
Members of all branches of Student Government must be enrolled in degree seeking programs. 
Vote (3a) "for" the amendment. 
Vote (3b Y "against" the amendment. 
A "for" vote will require all Student Government members to be degree seeking. Student Government statute, Title 
X, Chapter 1000.JB currently requires all undergraduate students to be degree seeking. However, as a "statute" 
this can be waived for individuals by an appeals process. As part of the Constitution this cannot be waived. 
An "against" vote will maintain the current wording in Title X, Chapter 1001.B. 
Members.of all branches of Student Government must be enrolled for at least one class in the summer semester. 
Vote ( 4a) "for" the amendment. 
Vote ( 4b) "against" the amendment. 
A "for" vote will require students to take one summer class in order to serve other students. Title X, Chapter 
1000.1 B currently requires all students to take at least one summer class. However, as a "statute" this can be 
waived for individuals by an appeals process. As part of the Constitution this cannot be waived. 
An "against" vote maintains the current statute, Title X, Chapter 1000.18. 
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CFF Pl.OYER OF Tf!E WEEK 
'Todd Cleveland"" 
20 
Wide receiver/Kick 
returner 
r Cleveland earns P.O.W. "" 
honors for his 2 TD perfor-
mance last Saturday vs. 
Samford. 
Cleveland took the opening 
kickoff of the game 93 yards 
for a touchdown, setting the 
tone for the Golden Knights 
38-6 romp over the Bull-
dogs. The kickoff returned 
for a touchdown is the fourth 
of Cleveland's career and 
places him in the UCF record 
books for most touchdowns 
off of kick returns. 
Cleveland also added a 10 
yard touchdown catch that 
put UCF up 28-6 early in the 
third quarter. 
(photo/SOILEAU) 
Home of 
The Gene McDowell Show 
every Thursday 6-7PM 
__ .-----. -·:· ................ aj 
, TJ ; Bpplebee's . 
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NLU to become a part of UCF history Do goo remember goer' first time? 
by TONY MEJIA 
Asst. Sports Editor 
A series of firsts will be at 
hand when the University of Cen-
tral Florida G~lden Knights take 
the field against Northeast Loui-
siana this Saturday at the Citrus 
Bowl. For starters, the game marks 
the first time that the Knights 
welcome a Division I-A member 
as a fellow Division I-A member. 
As small as that may seem- it's 
another baby step of achievement 
in the Knights trail to prominence. 
Secondly, and perhaps most 
importantly, the Knights are in 
search of their first winning streak 
for 1996 which they have well 
within reach after last week'sdrub-
bing of Samford, 38-6. 
The Knights embarassed the 
Indians last year, creeping up from 
the I-AA ranks to defeat the sec-
ond year I-A program, and ruin 
their secqnd consecutive home-
coming 34:.14 behind 225 rushing 
yards and three touchdowns from 
Marquette Smith. 
The Knights, displaying a 
visibly less potent running attack 
this season, will try to stave off 
the Indians revenge by attacking 
relentlessly on the ground and 
through the air. Donald Huzzie 
supplants Joey Hubbard as the 
starting tight end in Gene 
McDowell's latest tactical move, 
while Chris Wrenn, who did a 
marvelous job against Samford, 
gets the start at fullback. He'll be 
blocking for the rushing 
triumverate of Mike Huff, Mike 
Grant, and Eddie Mack who have 
produced very well as of late, re-
sponding superbly to McDowell's 
shuffling. 
Northeast Louisiana, 19sers 
of thelast two meetings against 
UCF, has not beaten the Knights 
since their first meeting back in 
1984. To succeed in this attempt 
they will rely heavily on the arm 
of senior quarterback Raymond 
Philyaw, who comes off his best 
performance of the year, complet-
ing 27 of 41 passes for 310 yards 
and against Northwestern State. 
Philyaw's top target continues to 
be Marty Booker, a converted 
quarterback who has caught- 27 
passes for 360 yards and three 
touchdowns. 
The Indians' other consis-
tent offensive threats are tailback 
Marg uis Williams, a transfer from 
Arkansas State, and junior Keith 
Gardner, who ranks second on the 
team in both rushing and receiv-
ing. 
Ed Zaunbrecher, NLU's 
head coach, will need his defense 
to put up some form of resistance , 
against the Golden Knights' 
recessitated offense. Dee 
Jefferson, a 5'7 defensive back, 
leads ·the Indians in tackles, while 
senior Chad Neremberg is the glue 
of the defense at middle line-
backer. 
Like UCF, all of the Indi-
ans' wins this season have come 
against Division I-AA squads, 
while all their losses have come 
against I-A opponents. The Indi-
ans were thumped by Minnesota 
at home 30-3, destroyed by UCLA 
in the Rose Bowl 44-0, and 
dropped by Arkansas 3 8-21 in a 
game which they trailed 31-0 at 
halftime. 
This is a testing ground to 
see where both of these I-A new-
comers stand on the Division I 
totem pole. By the end of the af-
ternoon, a scalped bunch of Indi-
ans could be headed home in a 
foul mood. 
f 
' 
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Wrenn proves his worth on both sides of ball 
I 
~ 
by BROOK BENNETT 
Staff writer 
Something about Chris 
Wrenn demands respect from any-
one he comes in contact with--0n 
the field or off. Maybe it's his size 
(6-feet, 260-pounds), or it could be 
the confident way he carries him-
self. Or it might even be the fact that 
this senior has played more posi-
tions for the UCF football team than 
the average fan, player, or coach can 
fathom. 
Wrenn made his debut at 
fullback last Saturday, when the 
Knights crushed the Samford Bu11-
dogs 38-6 at the Citrus Bowl. He 
was there mainly for the protection 
of quarterback Daunte Culpepper 
inside the red-zone, but his pres-
ence in the backfield seemed to ac-
complish more than that. Simply 
having a guy with his size and over-
all experience seemed to motivate a 
lot of players. 
"Chris Wrenn' s presence 
over there (at fullback) has already 
elevated some of the other guys' 
play," running backs coach Alan 
Gooch commented. 
Wrenn's footba11 resume 
is among the most extensive and 
diverse in the world of co1Iegiate 
sports. He has played six positions 
for the Knights, including defensive 
end and tackle, linebacker, offen-
sive guard, center and now fu1Jback. 
Although the coaches have 
to see the tapes of the game to exten-
sively evaluate his perfonnance, 
they have confidence in Wrenn's 
competence at any position on the 
field. 
The switch to fullback was 
suggested by Wrenn himself last 
summer, but it did not go into effect 
until practice a couple of weeks ago. 
"We were pretty much 
stacked on defense, and I guess the 
coaches thought they needed a little 
more depth at the ful1back position, 
so I got my chance," Wrenn said. 
His "chance" to play fu11-
back has earned him a lot of respect 
in the locker room from both play-
UCF FOOTBALL 1996 
8/29 WILLIAM & MARY w 39-33 
9/ 7 @ South Carol)na L 33 -14 
9/14 @New Mexico L 17 - 7 
9/21 @ Ball State L 31- 10 
9/28 @ East Carolina L 28- 7 
10/ 5 OPEN_ 
10/12 SAMFORD w 38- 6 
10/19 NE LOUISIANA 4pm 
10/26 @ Georgia Tech 1pm 
11/2 ILLINOIS STATE 4pm 
(Homecoming) 
11/ 9 @ LIA-Birmingham 2pm 
11/16 BOWLING GREEN 4pm 
· BtT'l'&tT$ W ~ 'tt!!l 
Photo/SPRINGER 
Kendrick Thomas: 55 tackles, 3 for loss, 1 sack. 
ers and coaches. 
"He's the Deion Sanders 
of our football team," senior line-
backer Nakia Reddick commented. 
"He's a great player who can play 
two positions on both offense and 
defense. He's very valuable to both." 
Although Wrenn will most 
likely be at fullback for the rest of 
the season, coach Gooch said play-
ing him on defense again is always 
an option. Wrennsaidhe'dbehappy 
to oblige. 
As for Wrenn's future in 
football, it's a little soon for phone 
calls from scouts, but he's not dis-
missing the option. Wrenn prides 
himself in being solid in every posi-
tion he plays, and thinks his versatil-
ity will help him by showing that 
he's more than a one-dimensional 
athlete. 
"I'm hoping to make an im-
pression on the scouts at fu11back if 
I have enough luck and God's with 
me than hopefully I'll make the 
pros," Wrenn said. 
photo/SPRINGER 
UCF's Chris Wrenn takes on a new role by moving from 
defensive tackle to fullback. His speed and blocking ability 
may prove valuable to the UCF offensive attack. · 
SUNSHINE 
NETWORK 
AND 
·THE UCF 
KNIGHTS 
PLAY YOUR 
GAME. 
·RADIO. 
Hear the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team, 
with select games on 740 WINZ and 1520 WTLN. Join Marc Daniels 
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports 
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursday at 6pm it's "UCF On The Line" with 
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team. 
\ . 
11850 University Blvd. 
Orlando, Florida 32817 
. 407 -3 80-6000 
*Offering Residehial Suites for the Finest in Collegiate Lifestyles 
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, • All My Children Susan Lucci (Erica), John Callahan (Edmund), 
Mark Consuelos (Mateo), Eva La Rue (Maria), Kelly Ripa (Hayley), Walt Willey (Jackson) 
•General Hospital Steve Burton (Jason), Lynn Herring (Lucy), Wallace Kurth (Ned), Vanessa Marcil (Brenda), 
Brad Maule (Dr. Tony Jones), lngo Rademacher (Jax), John J. York (Mac), Sarah Brown (Carly) 
-One Life To Uve Komar de los Reyes (Antonio), Christopher Douglas (Dylan), Thorsten Kaye (Patrick), Robin Strasser (Dorian), 
Kassie DePaiva (Blair), Ncthan Fillion (Joey), Gina Tognoni (Kelly) 
•The City Catherine Hickland (Tess), Randolph Mantooth (Alex), George Palermo (Tony), Jane Elliot (Tracey) 
And what an affair it's going to be. · 
Here's the dish. The Disney-MGM Studios is hosting the most talked about affair in soap opera history. ABC Super Soap Weekend. 
Twenty-five gorgeous stars. From four steamy ABC Daytime Dramas. Over two heart-throbbing days. 
It's a rneet·'em, quiz·'em, worship·'em weekend. With autographs. Photos. Bloopers. Trivia contests. Sets. Props. Costumes. Motorcades. 
Handprint ceremonies. The chance to star in o classic soap scene. And a Saturday night party with Sorcery in the Sky Fireworks and a concert 
. by General Hospital's Eddie Moine & The Idle Rich, plus· Catherine Hickland and Kassie DePaiva. Come meet the stars of ABC Daytime Drama. 
Just be careful who you're seen with. That's how rumors get started. 
For llfOIWlfiol Cal the Super Soap Hotliae: 407·397·6808 
5*'lay ... s.claJ Odaher 19 & 20 • 
super soap 
WEEKEND 
,, 
The Central Florida Future Classifieds 
Club Info *EARN EXTRA INCOME* Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing 
phone cards. For information send a 
self-addressed stamped envelope to: 
Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL 
33164 
Join us for victory in '96! UCF 
College Democrats Meetings 
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center, 1--------------
rm. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167 
Carmen: 823-0526 
UCF demos @ aol.com 
New Orlando company seeks 
aggresive individuals for sales staff. 
et own schedule, work at own pace. 
1--------------11.Llxcellent income potential. call Wed 
UCF Newman Club 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm 
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438 
UCF Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual 
Student Union meets Tuesdays. 
9 pm in Social Work Trailer 
CAMPUS CRUSADE 
FOR CHRIST 
EVERY TUES. & WED. 
NOONSC214 
UCF CircleK 
Will be holding a meeting on 
Thursday, October 17, 1996 4pm 
Housing Area II Commons For 
more info call Kim 384-3355 
1--------------1 
Phi Eta Sigma Members! 
Meeting on Tues., Oct. 22 in 
Fine Arts Bldg. rm 204 @5pm. 
Get Inyolved! 
BEDROOM/BATH 5 MI FROM 
UCF. QUIET COUNTRY. 
FEMALE ONLY. NON 
SMOKER. 365-7762 OR 894-
2362 
Wow! Full Duplex, Great 
opportunity! 2/2 ea side, Lg. 
Kitchen, covered porch, vaulted 
ceilings, woods, live in one side-
rent the other! Close to UCF. 
$74,900. Call Karyn Sokolowski-
ERA Professional Group 
327-3000 ext.227 
PC Memory and Peripheral Sale 
8 Mb 2X32 $46 16 Mb 4X32 
$114 8Mb EDO $47, 16 Mb 
EDO $124. 8XCD ROM $97. 
Custom systems. VISA & 
MASTERCARD, Free home 
delivery. Warranty, details call 
282-1114 
For Sale 30 Gallon Fish Tank 
Includes: Under Gravel Filter, 
Pump, Hood w/ light, Whisper 
Filter-Excellent Condition $75 
678-4970 
Help Wanted 
HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 
per week assembling products at 
home. No experience. INFO 1-
504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307 
Child care needed-My home 
Winter Park 3 week nights and 
every other weekend. · Must have 
reliable transportation. Call Karen 
(W) 843-9900 (H) 679-9710 
Oct. 23 between 6pm-9pm for appt. 
Give away portable computers! 
Make Big Money!! 568-4968 
Photographers Needed- Bob 
Knight Photo is hiring personable, 
motivated individuals. Must have 
business suit, transportation, and 
35mm SR camera. Call 1-800-
628-4509 between 9-12 M-F 
Attention UCFers ! Do you take 
vitamins? Well, try our new 
product line! Better yet, make 
money and get nice discounts! No 
exp. necessary. Call 1-800-593-
5499 x 10787 for info. 
Earn MONEY and FREE SPRING 
BREAK TRIPS!!! Call 1-800-327-
6013 or http://www.icpt.com 
RUNNER WANTED: 
Reliable individual needed to run 
errands throughout the Central 
Florida area. Schedule flexible. 
Must have own car. $5.00/hour 
plus .29 per mile. Call the UCF 
athletic marketing department at 
823-6028 
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000 
Credit Card fundraisers for fraterni-
ties, sororities & groups. Any 
campus organization can raise up to 
$1000 by earning a whopping $5.00 
VISA ~pplication. 
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext.65 
Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT 
WORD MASTERS 
STUDENT PAPER SPECIAL-
ISTS SINCE 1986, NEAR 
CAMPUS 277-9600 
Come Visit Reefer City 
WWW>REEFERCITY.COM 
PARIS 
MADRID 
GUATEMALA 
HONG KONG 
October 17, 1996 
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LEVINSON'S LIGHT SLEEPER 
Barry "Baltimore" Levinson decided a while back that Lorenzo Carcaterra' s 
bestselling book, Sleepers, was destined for the big screen. The cinematic elements are 
all there: a friendship that is thicker than blood, a caring yet troubled priest, an alcoholic 
defense attorney with one last shot at a case, an aging mobster, a wisecracking Hispanic 
storefront vendor, the downtown rubble of Hell's Kitchen circa in the late 60s, a personal 
vendetta of revenge, a childhood girlfriend, an abusive prison guard, an all-boys 
reformatory in the middle of nowhere and finally, four young lads who grow up, and, 
despite hard times, find their common bond once again near the film's end where they sit 
in a restaurant rethinking forgotten memories and singing old songs. All ends fair in 
Levinson's adaptation. 
Our four little friends dominate the film's first hour. Shaken but not stirred in 
their NYC neighborhood, pals Michael (Brad Renfro from The Client), Shakes (Joe 
Perrino), John (Geoff Wigdor), and Tommy (Jonathan Tucker) find guidance in Father 
Bobby (Robert De Niro), the Catholic priest who runs the local church. The boys spend 
their spare time chatting with Fat Mancho (Frank Medrano), a store owner who instills 
bits of rambunctious (often profane) philosophy. You'd swear he was just put in for 
needed comic relief. Benny (Vittorio Gassman) runs his own bar, simmers fish behind the 
counter and feeds the pigeons in the park. The boys have heard stuff about old Benny . 
Rumored to have been a mob figure in his younger days, Benny hires on the lads for day 
work, paying them anywhere between twenty to thirty cents. Bruno Kirby is effective 
early on as Shakes' abusive father. Rather than enjoy a plate of homemade spaghetti, the 
creep would pick on his hapless wife or smash furniture. When a hot dog prank severely 
injures a passer-by, Shakes and his friends get an eighteen-month sentence at the 
Wilkinson Home for Boys. Enter Kevin Bacon. Playing the perverted head guard, he takes 
his cohorts (among them, an impressive Terry Kinney) into the basements of the prison 
where they sodomize and rape the innocent striplings. He pounds the meanings of rules 
and discipline into the boys' brains. "Rules and discipline," he yells. That's about as deep 
Levinson's script gets. 
Years later, John and Tommy (Ron Eldard, Billy Crudup) have hit rock bottom. 
A pair of low-life wannabe hit men, they find ol' Bacon unexpectedly one night chowing 
down on dinner. Revenge is acted out appropriately when they drill several rounds into 
the poor guy. Enter Brad Pitt.Now an assistant DA, Michael takes the murder case hoping 
see SLEEPERS, page 14 
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Put the world at your fingertips. 
Software Engineering 
Systems Engineering 
Computer Design 
Signal Processing 
Electro-Optics 
Image Processing 
With Raytheon Electronic Systems, you'll create the 
technologies that define the future of tomorrow's world. 
You'll maximize your Engineering and Computer Science 
knowledge and make an impact when you join us in one of 
the technical areas listed above. 
Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. 
To find out more about the complex challenges we have to 
offer, please contact the Career Placement Office to sign 
up for an interview. 
For additional information, please see our homepage at: 
http:/ /www.raytheon.com/res. 
Interested candidates who are unable to meet with us on 
campus may send a resume directly to: Raytheon Electronic 
Systems, Prt,fessional Staffing, M/S T2SL2, 50 Apple Hill 
Drive, Tewksbury, MA 01876-9901, Fax: (508) 858-1163, 
e-mail: staffing@res.ray.com. 
Equal Opportuni~y Employer. U.S. citizenship required. 
Raytheon Electronic 
Systems 
HEY!J UCF STUDENTS!J FACULTY!J 
AND ADMINISTRATORS! 
Major Brain Food. 
(No, that's nothi 
VisitW .··· 
. '''d 
. r·'f'ough 
rtiputer and 
straight into your head. 
Don't burn up time 
waiting for a 
Pegasus terminal. 
Our hi.9n mgdem~·· 
, .~"to-:User ratio ,.,.· 
. ~i'rwaltY elifriinate s 
.,r'bttsysignalS and 
gets you into 
your Pegasus 
e-mail fast. 
Getit off your shoulders . 
When ifs time to seek 
professional help, 
our help desk support 
is FREE. 
Give us a ring today-
1-800-510-1004 
Or for more information, 
contact the 
UCF Computer Store 
at 407-823-5603, or any 
student organization. 
Nice tie. (Not included) 
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from SLEEPERS, page 13 
he'll lose, so that his friends can get off scot-free. Enter Jason 
Patric. Shakes, an aspiring reporter, maneuvers the court case 
through various stages of wheeling and dealing. He brings in 
Dustin Hoffman's Danny Snyder, a drugged-out lawyer who 
agrees to defend as part of a much bigger plot devised by 
Shakes and Benny. Meanwhile, the aging Benny runs around 
town trying to find the other guards from Wilkinson. One gets 
blown away at an airport runway, another arrested by the Feds. 
Kinney's Ralph Ferguson leaves the courtroom sobbing after 
a blistering testimony. He knows his past has caught up with 
him. 
The mechanical plot of Sleepers and a rather 
shallow screenplay reduces the film's emotional text. Ven-
geance is supposed to be a major theme, but it feels unjustly 
impaired because Bacon·(much more vi11ainous in The River 
Wild) doesn'tpull it off as the sadistic guard he should be. The 
scenes at Wilkinson are too brief and muddled, except for a 
glorious snowfall jog outside in the front yard and a brutal 
scene where the boys are forced to eat food from the mess hall 
floor. Cinematographer Michael Ballhous (The Fabulous 
Baker Boys) makes the hell hole seem more Ii ke a heaven than 
the torturous stockade depicted in Carcaterra's novel. Sleep-
ers, though, has its moments of power and heartbreak. A scene 
in which little Shakes cries in front of Father Bobby before 
mass will send shivers down your spine. Fearing he won't 
survive locked up, the boy breaks down in his altar boy 
uniform. Hoffman gives the pie its best performance. He 
deserves credit for bringing a dramatic ·punch and sophistica-
tion to the court room. Levinson, as a writerof his own original 
ideas, has done better work in the past (And Justice For All, 
Diner, Inside Moves, Avalon, Disclosure). The needed emo-
tional complexity for a story like this is just not fully realized. 
Rent The Deer Hunter for a true treatise on the power of 
friendship. •Dean G. Lewis 
, 
** 1/2 (out of four) ·B-
2 hrs. 35 min. Rated R. 
Jason Patric, Dustin Hoffman, Brad Pitt, Robert De 
Niro, Minnie Driver, Kevin Bacon, Bruno Kirby, 
Terry Kinney, Ron Eldard, Billy Crudup 
written and directed by Barry Levinson 
~ ~ 
Opening Friday Oct. 18: Get On the Bus, Giant, Sleepers 
courteay/WARNER BROS 
De Niro as Father Bobby, taking the oath 
before the trial in Barry Levinson's Sleepers 
Now playing for a limited 
engagement at the 
ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER 
Part of the 
Cosmic Concert Serles 
SHOW SCHEDULE 
The Beatles in 3-D 9:00 p.m. 
Laser Metallica in 3-D 10:00 p.m. 
Laser Flashback in 3-D 11:00 p.m. 
Laser Floyd 
Shines on in 3-D 12:00 Mid. 
Mention UCF's Club Corner 
and receive $1.00 off 
with student l.D. 
Shows and show times subject to change 
without notice for more 
information call: O 
~~\),~ o~,,~'\~~ le~~ 
( 407) 896-7151 
Direction• to the Orlando Science Center: 
SAVE TH~, PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO 44% 
( 
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{ 
( 
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Hey, as a college student, you know working at 
Walt Disney World can be a blast. But did you 
also know that having Disney on your 
resume can be just as important? Fortune 500 
S+IAR\ 
companies see Disney as a great training 
ground for future applicants. Even if you 
' work p~rt-time or seasonal. So call today. 
, e pay's great. And so are the benefits. 
Looks Better· our Resume. 
(407) 828-1000 
It's Your World. Make the Most of It. 
Jobline hours: Mon-Fri, 8am-8pm; Sat-Sun, 12 noon-Spm 
Drawing Creativity from Diversity • EOE 
Schedule an IntelView! 
call the Jobline Prior to OUr October 21 campus Visit and Identify YourseH as a Utl' Student. 
• New ·Haunted Rous·es 
• Festival of the Dead Parade 
• Bill & Ted's Excellent 
Halloween Adventure1'M · 
. r!mf TM Stars On Location, 
Sat., Oct. 19, from your .. 
favorite shows including 
BEVERLY HILLS 90210 
and PARTY OF FIVE. 
PWS GORE GALORE!!! 
FL RESIDENTS 
SAVEslO 
IN ADVANCE AT 
TlCKETMASTER 
··, WITH 2·LITER 
·. PEPSI LABEL 
: TiEiaiir~~ 
, (407} 839-3900 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS. 
OCTOBER 11-12, 17-19,.23·28, 30·31 & NOVEMBER 1-2 • 7PM-12AM •FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS 7PM-1AM 
s49 GORY GETAWAY Starting at $49 per person, ~bl. occupancy, subject to availability. Includes I night at a nearby 
hotel and I ticket per person to Halloween Horror Nights. FOR RESERVATIONS CALL J .. 800·644 .. GORY (644-4679) 
FULL ADMISSION: $38.50. DAY OF EVENT. $33.50 WITH FL RESIDENT ID. NO COSTUMES ALLOWED. THIS EVENT MAY BE TOO INTENSE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (407) 22-HORROR (224-6n6). 
Sales tax and parking free not included. Valid Florida 1.0. required for Resident discounts. Annual passes and comp tickets not vahd for this event. Restrictions apply.© 1996 USF. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
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U CF Rugby looks to def end three consecutive...state titles 
KNIGHT Knews 
•Men's Basketball 
The Golden Knights began 
practice Tuesday at the UCF arena. 
Preparing to defend its second 
TAAC title, the UCF men's bas-
ketball sqaud returns All-TAAC 
selection Harry Kennedy to the 
starting lineup. Coming off an 
11-19 season the Golden Knights 
will host Minas Tenis (Brazil) in 
an exhibition game Nov. 11 at 
7:30. 
•Cross Country 
The Golden Knights cross 
country teams, which spent the 
last two weeks tending injuries 
and improving their condition-
ing, race Friday Oct. 18 at the 
USP Collegiate Championships 
in Tampa. 
•Football 
UCF will host its first-ever 
I-A opponent as a I-A member 
Saturday Oct. 19 when the Golden 
Knights entertain the Northeast 
Louisiana Indians in the Citrus 
Bow 1. After defeating the Samford 
Bulldogs 38-6 last Saturday UCF 
will look to run its home unbeaten 
streak this year to three games. 
UCF holds a 2-1 series edge on 
the NLU Indians, including wins 
on the road the past two seasons. 
Fvery fan in attendance will re-
ceive a commerative ticket in 
honor of the historic game. 
•Women's Golf 
Jenny Hagman shot a final 
round 73 and finished third, three 
shots out of the top spot at the 
prestigious Beacon Woods Invi-
tational in Bayonet Point, Fla. 
Hagman helped the team move 
from l 0th in the opening round to 
7th in the third arid final round. 
Ohio State won the twelve team 
event by seven shots over Miami. 
•Volleyball 
Last week the Golden 
Knights went 2-1 after beating 
University of South Florida and 
Louisiana Tech and losing to No. 
21 Oral Roberts University at the 
UCF Arena. Senior outside hitter 
Renata Menchikova led the team 
each night with 31,28 and 31 kills, 
respecti ve]y. Junior middle 
blocker Tyra Harper was a close 
second with 30, 21 and 26 kills. 
-Tim Springer 
by BROOK BENNETT 
Staff writer 
The UCF men's rugby team 
is looking ahead to this year's con-
ference tournament, not behind to 
last year's. 
The Golden Knights have 
qualified for the Southeast Con-
ference Tournament for the last 
three seasons after capturing the 
state title. Last year they beat USC 
in the tournament and were ranked 
one of the top 16 teams in the 
nation. They lost to Clemson in 
the next game, however, putting 
them out of the running for any 
more titles. 
Jeff Wheeler, senior 
player and spokesman for 'the team, 
says they are optimistic about this 
season,eventhoughtheylostnine 
starters. 
"Our main concern this sea-
son is going to be the University 
ofFlorida," Wheeler commented. 
"They still have theiroriginal start-
ers from last season and they' re 
supposed to be a real powerhouse 
this year. If we can beat them 
we're going to go far." 
The Knights kicked off 
the season defeating the Univer-
sity of Miami 29-0. Key players 
of the game were right wing Kenji 
Kubota and flanker Chris Vassel 
with IO points each. Todd Lackey 
also contributed with a three point 
penalty kick. 
The Knights play at FAU 
on Oct.19 and USP on Oct. 26. On 
Nov.16 they will return home for 
what. Wheeler calls the biggest 
test of the season; the University 
of Florida. 
I'll take a uniform over an Armani 
This should really be called bother respond when he says that it's 
"Sports Without A Net," because all not about the games anymore-who 
of this comes right off the top of my wins or loses is irrelevant? 
head. It's been brewing since the 3rd versity of Cleveland Football, that is) Baseball is aboutGregMaddux I defend sports as I know them. 
quarter of this weekend's football that I just don't care anymore. intentionally walking Brian Jordan, Or at least I try. ''But Dad, things are 
game; judging by the crowd, most of I could also talk about the con- then watching old-timer Gary Gaetti more complicated and involved now. 
you didn't bother to show up. Your stant stream of yang coming froin the ripMaddux'snextpitchovertheBusch They have a right to try to get what 
loss. mouth of one Shaquille O'Neal since Stadium fence for a grand slam. they earn and earn what they get." 
I'd kill for something to talk the start of the L.A. Lakers' training Major league baseball is about But why do I feel compelled to 
nice about. But everything that I've camp. Shaq, who never blamed hj.m- Maddux's $4 million salary and the defend them? Is it because it's the only 
got comes out of venting. self for the downfalls of the Orlando next contract he will sign. And I've way I've ever seen things go about in 
I could try to console whiny Magic, will find out how gracious the had it. I'm tired of leagues, associa- the sportsworld in my life? 
Orioles fans about the drubbing they Los Angeles press is the first time he lions, and the like. I've had it. And it can only get 
took at the hands of f!le Yankees, and goes 3-of-12 from the free throw line Why can' tI talk about sports in worse. That's the View From the 
tie it all back in to 12-year-old "out- and the Lakers lose by four. this space? It's talk of hits, home runs, Bench. There won't be a column next 
fielder" JeffMaier(who I hear has just It all makes me realize some- and stolen bases that I want to come week. I'm tired of venting. But I'm 
been signed by the Milwaukee Brew- thing. Sports isn't sports. off of this page, not talk of strikes, free- willing to listen, so email me at 
ers). But that means I'd also have to Sports is business. Well, agency, salary arbitration, and other kdj89212@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu if 
address the whiny umpires and their newsflash. But I'm not a business assorted barkin' and bitchin'. you want to vent or suggest an idean 
union, and I won't go there. major, a business guru, or a business Why do I have to argue with for the week after next. 
I could fume about the fact the fan./' maredblooded, American sports my father when he talks of the "good 
only 12,000 people showed up to see fan, dag blastit! old days" ofhis generation when play- In the meantime, go to 
UCF' s first home football game in six Now let me clarify. Baseball is ers were your neighbors and not jew- Saturday' sfootball game. Don' tbother 
weeks, but I'm so tired of harping on a great game. Major league baseball is elry-laden, Armani-wearin', high- to count the crowd, watch the game; 
the apathy situation hereat UCF (Uni- an awful business. fallutin' supernovas? Why do I even the final score is what really matters. 
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